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Abstract. In order to make transformational developments of programs more transparent and 
thus better suited e.g. for communication, it is necessary to develop more concise notations for 
expressing the underlying principles. By means of a non-trivial case study dealing with Earley’s 
context-free recognition algorithm, the paper aims at providing a better understanding of funda- 
mental concepts involved in transformational derivations. 
1. Introduction 
The growing interest in transformational programming, i.e. program construction 
by stepwise application of correctness-preserving transformation rules, is founded 
on the various expected advantages, such as 
- development of correct algorithms, 
- basis for teaching and communicating algorithms, 
- classification of algorithms and clarification of their relationships, 
- insight into principles for the development of new algorithms. 
However, the current state of the art does not yet satisfy all of these expectations 
equally well, since some of them seem to be in conflict with each other. For instance, 
when communicating transformational developments one is faced with a trade-off 
between compactness and preciseness. Compact presentations usually lack the formal 
rigor that is necessary to allow verification of the correctness of the development. 
On the other hand, completely formal transformational developments tend to be 
lengthy and thus unintelligible. 
1.1. Structuring transformational developments 
One of the reasons for this latter phenomenon originates already in the develop- 
ment process itself: In general, transformation rules are partial mappings (cf. [7]) 
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and hence, in order to apply them correctly, their applicability’ (usually expressed 
by ‘enabling conditions’) has to be checked first. Unfortunately some of these 
applicability proofs are so bulky that the entire development is obfuscated. However, 
this particular problem can be easily circumvented using the principle of ‘subordinate 
calculations’ known from elementary mathematics: In a first pass transformations 
are applied while postponing the respective applicability proofs until it is clear 
whether this ‘main line of development’ leads to a final success.’ In case of success, 
in a second pass then the dangling enabling conditions are dealt with individually. 
(Of course, this again can be done by using transformation rules to reduce the 
respective predicate to the Boolean value true.) 
But even in the ‘main line’ of such a ‘two-level development’ there is usually an 
essential lack of structure, due to the currently small size of the individual transforma- 
tion steps.3 Thus, in order to make the development more transparent it is necessary 
to develop ‘higher-level constructs’ reflecting the fundamental concepts of program 
development. 
There are already some attempts in this direction (e.g. [12, 15, 16, 18, 33, 34, 
351). In principle, there are two different approaches. One of them starts from a 
given collection of elementary rules and aims at constructing more complex ones 
by suitable composition operators (cf. [33] as a typical example). The other approach 
starts from representative case studies and tries to extract relevant concepts (the 
semantics of which then may be defined on the basis of the respective elementary 
transformations). 
In the first line we are not oriented towards supporting the development process 
itself (as is e.g. done by ‘pattern-directed transformations’ in [15]). Our primary 
intention rather aims at means for structuring developments, e.g. for the sake of 
communication, which, of course, then might be also profitably used within the 
development process itself. However, compared to similar approaches (e.g. [ 12,321) 
our aims are less ambitious: Rather than presenting some language proposal4 we 
merely intend to contribute to identifying relevant concepts in transformational 
program development by analysing a non-trivial sample development. 
In this sense, motivated by positive experiences in programming language design 
(cf. [4]), we favour the second approach. 
i In case of the transformation rule ‘apply law’ (i.e. use some fact about the problem or the respective 
data domains), this includes the proof of the respective property. 
’ In [13] a similar proceeding is proposed by introducing (allied with each modification of the program) 
‘assumptions’ to be verified upon completion of the development. 
3 Some people therefore call the successive application of simple transformation rules ‘the assembler 
language of program development’. 
4 In some sense developments are programs working on programs as objects and thus themselves 
could be massaged by a transformational process. Thus the only reasonable way to close this increasing 
hierarchy is to use the same language for both (cf. also [12]). 
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1.2. Relation to other work 
Before commenting on this sample development it seems necessary to relate our 
view to some of the previous work mentioned above. 
In principle, transformational programming is an incremental activity. Depending 
on a certain stage of development, transformations are tentatively applied without 
explicitly knowing in advance whether they finally lead to success. Hence, similar 
to common practice in mathematical proofs, the actual performance of a develop- 
ment has to be separated from its final presentation. In particular this means that 
structuring and polishing a development has to be done after the detailed develop- 
ment is finished. In this respect we have sympathy with the PADDLE approach (cf. 
[34]). The PADDLE system simply records developments when they are done and 
allows afterwards to further manipulate them. 
However, in most cases the choice of applicable rules depends not only on the 
development stage. Usually, it is additionally restricted by some definite goal to be 
achieved-even if this goal merely reads “a solution to the given problem P(n) in 
language XYZ with complexity O(,*)“. Thus, as a kind of rationale, we think it 
necessary that a structured development is augmented with ‘goals’ (and subgoals). 
Therefore we also partly agree to the ideas outlined in [32] or [13]. However, in 
contrast to the latter approach, we do not believe in formalizing goals in order to 
feed them into a user-assisted mechanical problem solver that operates on a catalog 
of ‘methods’ for achieving (pre-defined) goals. This might be a reasonable attempt 
to deal with certain (less comprehensive) subgoals. For complex goal statements 
(e.g. ‘find a recursive solution’), however, the human interaction had to be so 
overwhelming that the system’s assistance could be neglected. 
1.3. The example 
The example we will deal with is commonly known as ‘Earley’s recognizer’ [14]. 
There are several (quite different) reasons which have drawn our attention to this 
particular example: 
First, the algorithm and its development themselves are rather interesting, since 
the final version of this algorithm shows a complexity that might be out of the realm 
of today’s verification techniques.5 
Additionally, by starting with a generally accepted problem specification, the 
presentation is immune from the (often justified) objection that in formalizing the 
problem already hints on the solution have been hidden. 
And, last but not least, the transformational programming idea is advanced enough 
to get away with factorial, gcci, and all the other toy examples and to deal with 
more fastidious examples instead. In particular, a toy problem is not suited for 
studying how to express structured developments, since there is no obvious need 
5 Apart from the additional difficulty that the necessary invariants in this example are anything else 
than obvious. 
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for such a structuring, as the fully formal derivation sequence is too short and 
contains only very few ‘conceptual’ steps. Furthermore, it is known in advance how 
the development proceeds and what the result will be such that imposing a develop- 
ment structure always will appear artificial. 
1.4. Organization of the paper 
According to the above outlined proceeding the actual presentation will be 
in two levels? 
The first level, starting from a major goal (which is refined into a couple of 
intermediate goals), gives a derivation comparable to a usual mathematical proof 
relying on certain theorems: In each step the motivation, the idea of the transforma- 
tion(s), and, occasionally further comments are given; most technical details, in 
particular simplification steps, are omitted. Of course, the compactness of the 
individual steps is just a guess. It should allow to critically follow the derivation 
without getting bored about details. Making the derivation presentation more or 
less compact is no problem. 
On the second level, the level of machine checkable proof, we deal in detail with 
the respective individual transformations, verification of applicability conditions, 
formal simplification and the like. 
2. Preliminaries 
In order to provide the reader with the necessary background to follow our 
derivation we first will introduce some notation (however in a slightly informal 
way in order not to deviate the reader’s attention from our main concerns). 
As usual (cf. [l]), a context-free grammar G = ( V, T, S, P) consists of 
- a (finite) set of symbols V, 
- a set T c V of terminal symbols, 
- a distinguished element (‘axiom’) S E V\T, and 
- a (finite) set P of pairs (‘productions’) p E ( V\ T) X V*. 
For arbitrary strings x, YE V* we have the relation (‘derivable in one step’) 
X-Y = 31,r~V*,(a,b)~P:x=lar~y=lbr 
def 
and its reflexive, transitive closure’ 
x+*y = x=y"x+yv3zEV*:x+*zhZ+*y. 
def 
6 In some sense, the versions corresponding to the intermediate goals in the first level constitute a 
third level of abstraction. 
’ In fact, we do not need this ‘operative’ version; our development will use only the respective algebraic 
properties. 
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Elements of V* are denoted as sequences over V for which we assume the following 
operations (corresponding formal definitions can be found e.g. in [3] or [4]): 
( > denoting the empty sequence, 
I.1 denoting the length of a sequence, 
first (last) denoting the first (last) element, 
rest (lead) denoting the remainder after removing the first (last) element, 
& denoting concatenation, where attaching a single element is 
subsumed as a special case (if no amgibuities occur, even & will 
be omitted). 
(first, rest, last, lead are partially defined operations; they are undefined for empty 
sequences. Furthermore, in order to avoid excessive bracketing, these operations 
are assumed to have higher priority than the concatenation. In order to further 
formulation we will also use c_ for denoting the subsequence relation, i.e. 
a E b CJ 3a,. a?: a, & a & a, = b.) 
drf 
Further primitive data structures will be: 
Sets with the usual operations such as 
{ } set former (with or without restricting predicate), 
E element relation, 
c subset relation, 
P powerset construction, 
tuple structures, e.g. pairs or four-tuples, with ( . . ) denoting the tuple constructor 
and individual identifiers for the respective selectors, 
and the Boolean values and the natural numbers denoted by boo1 and N, resp. 
All these data structures are assumed to be defined algebraically (abstract data 
types)8 such that the characteristic axioms as e.g. 
Vs, x: first( x & S) = x 
are available for program transformations. Furthermore it is assumed that these 
data types may appear hierarchically structured (cf. [36]), e.g. pairs of sequences, etc. 
As to the programs we use a more or less familiar mathematical notation, in order 
to free the derivation itself from language aspects as much as possible. The only 
notational particularity that will occasionally be used are sequential variants of the 
usual logical operators A, v, denoted by h, v, resp. Thus, a transliteration of our 
notation into existing programming languages (e.g. CIP-L, cf. [4]) is straightforward, 
in particular since we also assume a strict (call-by-value) semantics. 
For the transformations we use a suggestive informal notation in Section 3. In 
Section 4 forma1 counterparts of the most important transformations can be found. 
Furthermore we assume the reader to be familiar with the elementary rules from 
[lo]: 
’ In [23] it has been shown how to represent also productions and grammars as (monomorphic) 
abstract types. 
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unfold, the replacement of a call by the appropriately substituted body, 
fold, the inverse of unfold. 
apply, the application of some law (e.g. about data structures), 
define, the definition of a new function, 
instantiate, the instantiation of some expression with concrete values, 
absrrucr, the introduction of auxiliary functions by abstraction. 
3. The first level of development 
The starting point of our development is the well-known specification of the 
recognition problem for context-free grammars: 
E:(V\T)X T*+hoo1, 
E(S, w) 3 s +* w 
The goal to be achieved is a solution to the recognition problem known as ‘Earley’s 
recognizer’. 
3.1. From a (descriptive) specification to a recursive solution 
The first major intermediate goal to be achieved is a recursive solution to our 
problem. The overall tactics to be used is the well-known ‘unfold-apply law-fold’ 
method (cf. [lo]). In more detail we proceed as follows: 
E(S, w) = s +* w 
def 
step l9 
goal: 
Generalization of the problem in order to ease manipulation 
transformation : 
Embedding 
comment: 
There are different possibilities of suitable embeddings finally leading to differ- 
ent recognition algorithms (cf. [26]); the embedding used here is one of the 
v essential ideas of Earley’s algorithm. 
E( S, w) d~f 3 x E V* : q( S, x, ( ), w) where 
q:(V\T)x V*x V*xT*+bool, 
q(A, u, II, t) dzf (A, uu) E PA u +* t 
9 Those transformation steps which will be reconsidered in Section 4 are labelled for referencing. 
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step 2 
goal: 
Distinction of different cases 
transformation : 
Case introduction[ u = ( ) v u Z ( )] 
comment: 
I We use the sign ‘ y ’ (antivalence) in a y b as a shorthand for (a v b) A i(a A b). 
q(A, u, U, t) = 
def 
(u=()h(A,u)EPh()-**t)V 
(u#()h(A,w)EPhu+*t) 
step 3 
goal: 
Simplification 
transformations: 
Awb’[()+* tet=Ol; 
Apply[u Z ( )@ u f ( )d leadu & lastu = u]; 
Apply[Property of context-free grammars: 
Vu,, USE V*, w E T*: 
u,u* +* WG3Ww,, WZE v*: W=W,W~Au~-+*W,hU2+ * %I 
comments: 
(1) Of course, for the second transformation we also could have used the 
weaker theorem 
uZ()+leadu& lastu=u; 
Using the theorem in the form of an equivalence, however, turns out to 
be technically somewhat simpler. 
(2) In the characteristic property of context-free grammars we actually do not 
need the sequential conjunction; however, later on, it will allow further 
simplifications. 
q(A, u, u, t> = 
def 
(u=()I\(A,U)EPAt=())y 
(u#()a((A,uu)~PA3w~, w,ET*: 
t= w,w2Aleadu +* w, Alastu +* wz)) 
II 
step 4 
goal: 
Distinction of further different cases; Simplification 
transformations: 
Case introduction[(lastu E T) y (lastu E V\T)]; 
Apply[3w,, wte T*: t= w,w2hlastuE Thiastu +* w,* 
t # ( ) 4 w2 = last t]; 
Appfy[u # ( )=$ uu = leadu & (lastu & v)]; 
Rearrangement 
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comments: 
(1) The fact that in the case introduction we concentrate on single characters 
rather than strings of bounded length in the very end leads to the variant 
of Earley’s algorithm with a single character ‘look-ahead’. 
(2) The rearrangement is based on the well-known commutation properties 
in predicate logic. 
q(A u, n, r) = 
def 
(u=01\(A,u)~P~t=())y 
(u#(>n((A,leadu& (lastu&v))EPh 
leadu +* leadt A lastu = Iastt))) v 
(u#()~(~w,, WOE T*: w,wz=t~ 
(A, leadu & (lastu & u)) E P Q leadu -,* wt A lastu +* wz)) 
step 5 
goal: 
Recursive version of q 
transformations: 
FWql; 
Apply[last u + * w2 @ E (last u, w2)]; 
Unfold[E]; 
Ap/Mq(S, x, ( >, fl= 4(S, x, ( >, 6 011 
comment: 
In order to guarantee termination after folding, an additional parameter for q 
v is introduced (cf. Section 4.1). 
E( S, w) d~f 3x E V*: q(S, x, ( ), r, 0) where 
item 3 {(A, u, U, t): A E V\T, u, u E V*, t E T*}, 
4: ( V\T) x V* X V* X T* X P(item) + book 
q(A, u, 0, t, 0) = 
def 
(A, u, u, t) E Q A 
((u=()A(A,u)EPA~=O)V 
(u # ( )a (t # ( ) h (q(A, leadu, lastu & u, lead& 0 u {(A, u, u, t)}) A lastu = last?))) Y 
(u#()/I(~w~, WHET*: W1W2=fA 
q(A, leadu, lastu & u, wl, Qu{(A, u, u, t)})a 3.z E V*: 
q(lastu, 2, ( >, ~2, Q u {(A, u, u, O))))> 
Although this version still contains existential quantifiers, we may deliberately call 
it ‘applicative’, since these quantifiers actually range over finite domains only. 
3.2. Tuning the recursive solution 
In this section we aim at a modification of our recursive solution the benefits of 
which will become clear only in a later step of the development. Thus, performing 
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this step in the actual development process either is motivated by experience with 
similar situations or simply results from backtracking in the development (cf. [29]). 
We proceed as follows’“: 
q(A, u, 0, t, Q) = 
drf 
(A, u, u, t) E Q A 
((u=()l\(A, o)~P~t=())y 
(uZ()s (tf()~ (~(A,leadu,lastu&v,leadt,Qu{(A,u,u,t)})~ 
lastu = lastt))) y 
(U#(>~(3W,, w,ET*: WlW2=fh 
cJ(A,leadu, la&u& u, w,, Qu{(A, u, u, r)}) a3ze V*: 
g(lastu, 2, ( ), w2, Q u{(A, u, u, t)))))) 
step 6 
goal: 
Optimization in the terminating case 
transformations; 
Restricting the domain of 4; 
Use of the assertion in the first disjunct 
comment: 
This second transformation is 
be considered as a tautology. 
q(A, u, u, t, Q: P(A, u, u, r, Q)> = 
def 
legal, since for the body of 4 the assertion may 
((u=(>A(A,u)EPA(~=())A(A=SA~=W))~~ 
(u=(>A(A,U)EPA(~=())A 
(3Be v\T,u,, U]E V*,~,E T:~(B,u,,Au,,t,,Qu{(A,u,u,t}))At,t~w))y 
(u # ( ) Q (t # ( ) h(q(A, leadu, lastu & u, lead& Qu {(A, u, u, t)}) A 
lastu = lastt))) y 
(U#()A(3W,, W2E T*,ZE v*: W,W,=fA 
cj(A,leadu,lastu& u, wlr Qu{(A, u, u, t)})~ 
q(lastu, 2, (>, w2, Qu{(A u, 0, 01)))) 
where 
P: ( V\T) X V* X V* X T* X P(item) + bool, 
P(A, u, u, f, Q) = 
drf 
(A=SA~=W)\L 
(ABE V\T,u,, U,E V*,fle T*:q(I3,u,,Au,,t,,Qu{(A,u, u, t)})At,ts w) 
Now we have a version which is more or less an applicative counterpart of Earley’s 
algorithm (cf. [14]) where the four disjuncts correspond to ‘initialization’, ‘predictor’, 
‘scanner’, and ‘completer’, respectively. 
” In order to allow separate consideration of the development within each subsection, the final version 
of the previous subsection always will be repeated in the beginning. 
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3.3. From processing strings to processing single characters 
Up to now, the processing of the input string w proceeded by passing appropriate 
substrings of it as parameters. Our next intermediate goal aims at a characterwise 
processing of the global parameter w. 
&A, n, U, t, Q: P(A, u, u, t, Q)) = 
drf 
(A, u, u, t)& Q A 
((u=()h(A,u)EPh(t=())h(A=Sht=w))~ 
(u=(>A(A,u)EPA(~=())A 
(3BE v\T, ul, u, E v*, t,c T: q(B, ul,Au,, t,, Qu{(A, u, t’, t})) A tits w))y 
(uf()n(tf()n(~(A,leadu,lastu&~,leadt,Qu{(A,u,u,t)})~ 
last u = last t))) y 
(U#()A(3wl, w2E T*,zE V*: W1W2=tA 
q(A, leadu, lastu & ~7 WI, QuitA, u, u, t)lh 
Wstu, z, 0, w2, Qu{M, u, 0, t)l)))) 
I 
step 7 
goal: 
Simplification of the kind of parameters 
transformation: 
Data type transformation[representation f t by w and approp. indices] 
comment: 
Of course, item has to be redefined accordingly: 
item~f{(A,u,u,i,j):AEV\T,u,uEV*,i,jEN} 
E(S, w) d~f 3x E V*: q’(S, x, ( ), 0, 1 WI, 0) where 
q’:(V\T)x V*X V*XNXNXP(item)+hool, 
q’(A, u, u, i, j, Q: O<i< jslwl) = 
def 
(A, u, II, w[i.. j])E QA 
((u=()A(A,v)EPA~[~..~]=()AA=SAW[~..~]=W)~ 
(u=()A(A,u)EPA w[i.. j]=()A 
(33 E V\T, ul, u1 E V*, tl E T*: 
4(B, ul, Au,, tl, Q u {(A, u, u, w[i. . j]))) A tl( w[i. . jl) c w)) Y 
(u#()b(w[i.. j]#()a 
(q(A, leadu, lastu & u, lead( w[i. . j]), Qu {(A, u, u, w[i. . j])}) 
v lastu = last( w[i. . j]))) y 
(u#()A(~w~, W~ET*,ZE V*: wlw2=w[i.. j]A 
q(A, leadu,lastu & u, wl, Qu{(A, u, u, w[i.. j]})) A 
Wstu, z, ( ), wz, Q u{(A u, u, w[i. . iI)))))) 
II 
goal: 
Simplifications 
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transformations: 
Apply[w= w[i. .j]=()ei=j=O]; 
Apply[w[i..j]=()ei=j]; 
Apply[w[i.. j] # ( )*lead( w[i. . j]) = w[i.. j-l] A last( w[i. . j]) = w[j]]; 
A@Y[w = 40 . . I 411; 
Apply[3 w,, wt E T*: w1 w2 = w[i. . j]@ 
3k:isksj: w,=w[i..k]hw2=w[k..j]]; 
Fold[q’] 
1 comment: 
1 The obligatory termination proof for the folding is trivial here. 
q’(A, u, u, i,j, Q: 06isj<lwl) = 
def 
(A, u, U, i, j) +Z Q B 
(K=()A(A,u)E~AA=SAi=j=O) y 
(K=()A(A,U)EPAi=jA 
3(BE V\T,K,,U,E V*,kEN: 
k s i A q’(& K1, Aul, k i, Q u {(A K, u, 6 i))))) Y 
(uZ()a(iZjnq’(A,leadu, w[j]u,i,j-1,Qu{(A,~,u,i,j)})~lastu=w[j]))y 
(K#()&(~kEN,ZE V*: i<kdjh 
q’(A, lead& lastu & u, i, k, Q u {(A, u, v, i, j))) b 
q’(lastu, 2, ( >, k, j, Q u {(A, u, u,X j>I)))) 
3.4. Recursion removal 
Our final goal is the removal of the recursion by introducing loops and variables. 
Frequently, this is a ‘standard’ step that requires the application of a single compact 
rule (cf. [3] for a collection of such rules). In our particular example, however, 
some intuition is necessary in preparing the applicability of one of those standard 
transformations, viz. recursion removal by tabulation (cf. [6,8]). In particular, we 
have to get rid of the (implicit) non-determinism. 
q’(A,u,u,i,j,Q:O9i~jslwl) = 
def 
(A, 4 f.4 i, j) e 0 A 
((K=()A(A,U)EPAA=SA~=~=O)~ 
(K=()A(A, U)EPAi=jA 
3(B E V\T, ul, u1 E V*, k EN: 
kajhq’(B,~~,Au~,k,j,Ou{(A,u,u,i,j)})))y 
(~#()~(iStj~q’(A,leadu,w[j]u,i,j-l,Qu{(A,~,u,i,j)})~lastu=~[j]))y 
(u#()8(3kEN,zE V*: isksjA 
q’(A, lead& lash & u, i, k, 0 u{(A, u, u, i, j)}) & 
q’(lastu, 2, ( >, k j, Q u{(A, u, v, i, 8))))) 
II 
step 8 
goal: 
Preparation for eliminating non-determinism 
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t 
transformations: 
D$ne[q”( j) =l {(A, u, u, i, j): q’(A, u, t’, i, j, 0) = true}]; 
Awly[q’(S X, ( A 0, I 40) = (S x, ( >, 0, I wl) E q”(l wl)l; 
Case introduction[ j = 0 y j # 0] 
E(S, w) d;f 3XE V*: (S, x, ( ), 0, I WI) E @‘(I WI) where 
q”: N + P(item), 
4’Y i) d==f 
if j=O then {(A, u, u, 0,O): q’(A, u, u, O,O, 0) = true} 
else {(A, u, u, i, j): q’(A, u, u, i, j, 0) = true} fi 
goal: 
Elimination of non-determinism 
transformations: 
Unfold[q’]; 
APP~Y[{x:YPi(x)}=~{x:Pi(x)}l; 
Apply[q’(A, u, t’, i, j- 1, {(A’, u’, u’, i, j)}) = q’(A, u, u, i, j- 1,0)1: 
Fold[ q”] 
q”(j) = 
def 
if j=O then 
{(S, ( ), u, 0,O): (S, 0) E P)u 
{(A, (), u,O,O): 3Bc V\T, UI, 01 E V*: q’(B, ~1, Au,, O,O, {(A. ( ), c. O,O)})}u 
{(A, u~uz, u, 0,O): 3.2 E V*: q’(A, ~1, uzv, O,O, {(A, u,u2, u, 0,O))) Q 
q’( ~29 2, ( ), O,O, {(A, UI ~2, o,O, 0)))) 
else 
{(A, ulwCi17 0,hi): (A, ul, Wlu,i, j-l)Eq”(j-1))~ 
{(A,(),u,j,j):3B~V\T,u,,u,~V*,k~N:k~j: 
q’(& ulr Au,, k, j, {(A, ( ), u, j, j)l)lu 
{(A, uIuz, ai, j): 326 V*,3keN: is kcj: 
q’(A, ul, utu, i, k, {(A, ulu2, u, i, j)} 11 
q’tu2,~ ( h k j, {(A, u1 u2, u, i, j)))) fi 
I 
step 9 
goal: 
Structuring the computation for later simplification 
transformation: 
Abstraction 
q”(j) = def 
if j=O then hZ({(S,(), u,O,O): (S, u)EP}) 
else h2({(A, u1 w[ j], u, i, j): (A, uI, w[ j]u, i, j- 1) E q”( j- 1))) fi 
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where 
h 1 : Witem) -, P(item), 
hi(S) = 
clef 
su 
{(A, ( >, u, 0,O): 3B E V\T, ~1, UI E V*: q’(B, ~1, Au,, O,O, {(A, ( ), t’, O,O)})}u 
{(A, UI ~2, u, O,O): 3.z~ V*: q’(A, uf, uzu, O,O, {(A, UIUZ, u, 0,O)l) Q 
q’(uz, z, ( ), O,O,{(A, UIUZ, u,O, 0)))) 
h2:P(item)-*P’(item), 
h2(S) = 
def 
su 
{(A,(), u,j,j):3B~ V\T,u,, U,E V*,keN: ksj: 
q’(B, ul. Au,, k h ((A, ( ), u, j, i)l))u 
{(A, u,u2, u, i,j): 32~ V*,3keN: i== ksj: 
q’(A, uI, u2u, i, k, {(A, uI u2, c, 4 i)) a 
q’(u2, z, ( >, k, i, {(A, uIu2, u, 6 III)) 
I 
step 10 
goal: 
Recursion removal 
transformations: 
Tabulate; 
Flatten 
4%) = 
def 
begin 
array[O . . j] var P(item)l; 
@I:= hl(I(S, ( A u, 0): (S, v) E PI); 
for j’ from 1 to j do 
I[j’]:= h2({(A, u, w[j], u, i): (A, ul, w[j]u, i) E I[j’- 11)) od; 
IDI 
end 
step 11 
goal: 
Optimization 
transformations: 
Iterative computation of hl and h2; 
Apply[V(A, u, u, i, j) E I[ 11: j = 11; 
Unfold[q”]; 
Renaming[ j’ into j] 
comments: 
(1) In order to ease readability we use some shorthand notation, e.g. 
if I(& ~1, Au,, 0) E I[01 A (A, ( >, u, 0) +Z I[01 
then I[O] := I[01 u {(A, ( ), u, 0): (A, u) E P} 
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is but an abbreviation for 
~~~A,B~V\T,~,,~,~V*:(B,~,.A~,,O)~Z[O]A(A,(),~,O)~Z[O] 
thenZ[O]:=Z[O]u{(A,(), CO): 3A, BE V\T, u,, L’,, UE V*: 
(B,~,,A~,.O)EZ[O]A(A,(),~,O)P~Z[O]A 
(A, v) E PA (B, ~1, AU,, 0) E Z[O]} 
(2) The renaming just serves for easing the comparison with the version in [l]. 
E(S, w) = 
drf 
begin 
array[O . .I wl] var P (item) I; 
var P(item) H; 
I[01 := {(S, 0, u, 0): (S, 0) E P}; 
repeat 
Zf := Z[O]; 
if 3(& ul, Au,, 0) E I[01 A(A, ( >, u, 0) 5~ I[01 
then Z[O] := Z[O] u {(A, ( ), v, 0): (A, u) E P} 
&f ~(uz, 2, ( >, 0) E ILO] A (A, 4,~~~ U, 0) E I[01 
then Z[O]:=Z[O]u{(A, u,u2, ~0): (A, uI, u~u,O)EZ[O]} fi 
until Z[O]\M = 0; 
for j from 1 to 1 wl do 
I[jl:={(A ulw[jl, u, 9: (A uI, w[jlu, ~)~Z[j--ll~; 
repeat 
H := I[ j]; 
if ~(uz, z,(), i)~Z[j]h(A, ~~~42, u, k)gZ[j] 
then Z[j]:= Z[j]u{(A, ~1~2, u, k): (A, uf, ~224 k) E Z[i]} 
elsf 3(8, uI, AU, i) E Z[ j] A (A, ( >, 0, j) t Z[ j] 
thenZ[j]:= Z[j]u{(A,(), u, j): (A, ~‘)cP}fi 
until I[ j]\H = 0 od; 
3x E v*: (S, x, ( ), 0) E Z[I WI] 
end 
This is exactly the algorithm as given in [l] except for the fact that there the sets 
are implemented by sequences. This, however, is a standard student’s exercise and 
hence left to the interested reader. A similar remark holds for the further improve- 
ments (e.g. concerning the improved construction of the I[ j]) as discussed in [l]. 
4. A detailed consideration of the individual transformations 
Whereas the previous section aimed at communicating the basic ideas used in 
the transformational derivation of Earley’s algorithm, this section provides more 
detailed technical information for, and/or comments on, the individual steps.” 
I* In order to allow easy referencing the gross structure of this section is the same as in the previous 
one. 
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According to the previous presentation we will thus deal 
- with the individual transformations, if a step consisted of several individual rules, 
- with the applicability conditions for individual rules, and 
- with more elementary rules in case of a composed compact rule. 
Occasionally we will also comment on mechanization. However, in order to keep 
the paper at a reasonable length we do not tackle all the individual transformation 
steps in all details but concentrate on a few typical ones. 
4.1. From a (descriptive) specification to a recursive solution 
step 1. In order to ensure validity of the embedding transformation 
functf= (mx)r: E(x) 
+4(x, yo) = E(x) 
functf= (mx)r: g(x, yo), 
funct g = (mx, ny)r: E’(x, y) 
we have to ensure the equivalence of 
S +* w and 3x~ V*\{S}:q(S,x,(), w), 
As already mentioned in the introduction this again can be done by using transforma- 
tions: 
“*vl: 
s+*w 
II Unfofd[ + * ] 
(S=w)v(S+w)v(3xEV*:S+xhX+*W 
u 
Apply[(S~V\T)~(w~T*)h((V\T)nT=O)*(S=w)=false]; 
Apply[Vy~ V*: (SE V\T)A(S+~)(J(S,~)EP] 
(S, W)EPA3XE V*:(S,X)EPAX+* W 
1 
Apply[(S, w)Ei’C3gwE V*: (S, W)EPA w +* w]; 
Apply[(3y: P(y)) A (3x: P(x))@gx: P(x)] 
gXEV*:(S,W)EPAX+*W 
il 
APP~Y[X = x & ( )I; 
FoMql 
3x E v*: q(S, x, (), w) 
Since all the transformations used have appropriate inverses, the proof of “C’ is 
trivial. 
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Remarks. (1) The transformations that we need for this particular task are essen- 
tially the same as before, i.e. 
- laws of algebraic types, 
- simple facts derived from laws, 
- basic transformation rules such as fold or unfold. 
(2) Folding is harmless here, since neither q is recursive itself, nor does folding 
introduce a recursion in E (for a thorough technical treatment see [22]). 
(3) Already from this rather simple case of checking the applicability condition 
of a transformation, one may get an impression on the complexity of the task and 
the problems that a system will have when attempting to do such a check fully 
automatically. 
step 2. Here we would like to comment on what we mean by case introduction. In 
a slightly more general way the transformation could be formulated as 
case introduction(A v B)in q: REs.woDE(q) = boo1 A (A v B = true). 
Actually, it denotes a sequence of individual transformations (and thus a ‘first level 
tactics’ in Darlington’s terminology [ 121) with the applicability condition 
RESMODE(q) = boo1 A (A v B = true). This condition can be checked easily in our 
particular case due to the sufficient completeness of the definition of sequence. 
Rather than dealing with the concrete instance of the transformation we demonstrate 
how to derive such rules in a transformational way: 
BODY(q) 
u Apply[Vbool X: X = X A true]‘* 
BODY(q) A (A v B) 
II AMy[(X A ( I’ V z)) = ((X A y) V (X A z))] 
(BODY(q) A A) v (BODY(q) A B) 
II Simplification 
[BODY (4)l’ 
Remark. In contrast to step 1 this step seems more like a candidate for being 
automated, due to its schematic nature. However, automation, of course, requires 
some more considerations about simplification (cf. e.g. the discussions in [34] or [16]). 
step 3. At this stage yet another kind of detailed rules play an important role, viz. 
theorems on our domains (-data types). 
I2 Remember: A v B = true. 
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(a) Again we use transformations: 
L+“: 
o+*r 
II 
rmfold[ --, *] 
()=tv()-+tv3xE V*:()+XhX+*t 
I( Apply[( ) --, t = false (by def. + )]; 
J APPLY [Vx E 
o=t 
“e”: trivial. 
(b) for arbitrary u E V* 
V*: ( ) + x = false] 
we have 
u # ()*leadu & lash = u 
by the axioms of sequences. Hence, since (A A (A =S B)) a (A A B) we yield 
uf()~u#()Aleadu&lastu=u 
(where b is needed to guarantee definedness). 
(c) The characteristic property of context-free grammars is more or less the 
incarnation of context-freeness. If it is to be proved from more basic definitions (as 
in our case) induction is needed. (A formal proof of a generalized version of this 
property may be found e.g. in [19].) 
Of course, treating all details now also would require to do every single simplifica- 
tion step. Since this does not make any significant contribution to our considerations, 
we leave it to the reader. 
step 4. Just to have one more example we will consider the (transformational) 
proof of the property: 
3wi, WOE T*: t= w,w,hIastuc ThIastu+* w2 
Jtf()h w,=lastt. 
We have 
3wi, WOE T*: t= w,w,hlastuE Thlastu +* w2 
i 
chfokf[-, *] 
3w,, w2e T*: t= w,w,Alastuc TA 
lastu=w2vlastu+w2v3xE V*:lastu+xhx+* w2 
1 
Appfy[Vx E T, y E V*: x + t = false] 
3wl, w2e T*: r= w,w,hhStuE ThhStu= W2 
II 
Apply[lastu E T A lastu = w2e w2 E T A lastu = w2] 
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3w,, WOE T*: r= wlwZh w2E TAlastu= w2 
II 
APP~YP WI, W*E T*: r= wlwZ~ W*E T@ 
3 w, E T: t # ( )blastt = w2] 
3ww,c T: tf()alastt= w,hlasfu= wz 
u 
Apply[transitivity of equality] 
t # ( ) A lastt = last24 
Again, the difficulties for automating this process are obvious. 
step 5. It is known that folding has to be done with care, in order to preserve 
correctness (cf. [22]). Fold is a safe transformation, if the resulting program version 
can be shown to terminate. 
In our particular case, the first of the two folding steps does no harm. Folding 
produces the intermediate version: 
qL‘L u, u, r) = 
def 
(u #()a (t#()b(q(A,leadu,lastu& v,leadl)~lastu=lastt))) y 
(u#()Q(~w,, w,ET*: wlw2= r A q(A, leadu & U, WI) A 1aStU +* W2)). 
Overall termination is guaranteed if finally both u = ( ) and t = ( ) hold (first branch). 
In the second branch, both u and t are shortened, and in the third branch at least 
u is shortened (as to t, shortening depends on the choice of w,). Thus, provided 
our previous version terminates (which in essence means u +* t is effectively 
computable), the one above also terminates (since the computability of u +* t 
implies the computability of lastu +* w2, with w2 as defined above). 
However, after expressing + * in terms of E and subsequent unfolding of E (which 
amounts to a kind of ‘implicit folding’), termination no longer can be guaranteed,13 
since the last call of q may cause cycles and thus infinite computations. 
In order to enforce termination we apply a ‘standard trick”’ (cf. also [S]). By 
keeping (and ‘updating’) the ‘history of computation’ (i.e. the set of all previous 
argument tuples) by means of an additional parameter we are able to check for 
potential cycles and, additionally, to cut them off. Semantically, this means that the 
entire transformation step establishes ‘weak equivalence’ (which is quite satisfactory, 
since we are only interested in the terminating computations). 
Of course, adding a further parameter (such as Q in our example) also requires 
to ‘adjust’ the function E accordingly. The verification of this adjustment is straight- 
forward and hence left to the interested reader. 
I3 Remember that in order to avoid problems with monotonicity we supposed a strict semantics for 
the existential quantifiers. 
l4 This ‘trick’ works since, in our particular example, the set of possible argument tupies can be shown 
to be finite. 
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4.2. Tuning the recursive solution 
step 6. This step is an optional one, but, with regard to the efficiency of our final 
program, also a very important one. Folding, in a certain sense, has the disadvantage 
that sometimes information gets lost which (in later steps) might be helpful for 
improving efficiency. This situation particulary arises when for given input arguments 
not the entire domain is covered (due to the specific form of the algorithm) but 
only a subset the elements of which are additionally related. A situation like this 
is frequently observed when in a previous step of the development he problem has 
been embedded into a more genera1 one. 
What we have to do is keeping all the previous information and propagating it 
by means of a suitable assertion on the domain of the respective function. Formally 
we pass from a given function f to a less defined one f’. However, since f is only 
used in a specific context (viz. the embedding), we only have to assure that within 
that context f and f’ are equally defined, in order to guarantee preservation of the 
overall correctness. 
It remains to appropriately construct the assertion. Again, this step cannot be 
performed automatically, since it obviously requires user’s ingenuity. 
From the embedding (step 1) we know that originally 
A=SAt=w 
holds. 
The parameter A is only changed by the second call of 4 in the last disjunct 
(where it becomes the top element of a previous u parameter). Thus, a parameter 
A different from S indicates that it must have been introduced via such a call, But 
this in turn means that there must have been a predecessor call of the form 
q(B, ~1, Au,, . . ). 
Similarly, we can conclude that the actual value of the parameter t is either a right 
part (caused by the last call) or a left part (caused by the first two recursive calls) 
of the original w. Combined, this leads to the version of the assertion Pas given above. 
In order to formally establish correctness, the equivalence of 4 (without restric- 
tion) and 4 (with restricting predicate) within the context of E has to be proved 
(e.g. by computational induction). 
4.3. From processing strings to processing single characteri 
step 7. The data type transformation actually consists of a sequence of individual 
transformations: 
Enrich[sEQuENcE by the operations indexing and trimming 
funct(sequ ms, nat i: 1s i S Isl)m * [ * 1, 
funct(sequms,natn,m:OanSmSIsl)sequm-[a.:] 
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defined by 
Vsequms,r,nati,n,m: l~i~(s~~O~nSrnc~t~: 
s[i] ==f if i = 1 then firsts else (rests)[i - l] 
t[n . . m] =f if m < ItI then (leadt)[n . . m] 
elsf n > 0 then (restr)[n - 1 . . m - l] 
else t fil; 
Dejine[q’(A, u, u, i, j, Q: Osis jsl~l)~T=q(A, u, v, w[i. .j], O)]; 
APP~Y[~(S x, ( ), w, 8) = q’(S x, ( ), 0, IwI,O)l; 
Unfold[q] 
The enrichment of the type SEQUENCE is an ‘operational enrichment’ (in the sense 
of [9]) and thus it is guaranteed that basing 4 on these extended sequences instead 
of the simple ones preserves correctness. 
The switch from strings as parameters to a ‘global’ parameter and appropriate 
indices is achieved by the Define transformation. Applying the equivalence of 
4(S x, ( >, w, 0) and q’(S x, ( >, 0, I 40) serves to ‘adjust’ E; Unfolding 4 establishes 
the basis for deriving a self-recursive version of 4’. 
Again, we omitted the respective correctness proofs as they do not exhibit 
principally new aspects. 
4.4. Recursion removal 
step 8. The basic idea used in preparing the tabulation transformation is passing 
from a boolean-valued function that decides whether some relation holds to a 
function computing for one of the arguments of the relation the set of its related 
‘partners’. Formally this is expressed by 
P(x, y) a y~f(x) wheref(x) ={z: P(x, 2)). 
This transition works due to the aforementioned finiteness of the sets involved. 
step 9. The abstraction step has only technical reasons; it allows us to treat parts 
of a program individually. In particular, it is necessary-as in our example-as a 
preparatory step, if a recursive solution to the respective subtask is aimed at. 
step 10. The transformations (cf. [7]). 
Tabulate 
functf=(nat n)r: E(n) 
at i: DEFZNED(f(i+1))=%'DEFZNED(f(i)) 
funct f = (nat n)r: 
begin 
[O..n]arrayvarra; 
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for i from 0 to n do 
{Vnatj:j<i*u[j]=f(j)} 
a[i]:=E(i){Vnatj:j<i+l*a[j]=f(j)}od; 
end 
and 
Flatten 
for i from Q to b do S{P(i)} od 
if asbthennati=u; Sfi; 
for i from a + 1 to b do {P(i- 1)) S{P( i)} od 
are ‘standard transformations’ in the above sense; { . . } denote assertions to be used 
for simplifications. 
Tabulate introduces a loop for certain recursions and allows further simplifica- 
tions by exploiting the generated assertions. Flatten simply extracts parts of a loop 
for ‘pre-computation’. 
step 11. The iterative computation of the auxiliary functions hl and h2 is one of 
the remaining non-obvious steps and deserves some more considerations. We will 
explicitly deal with hl, the considerations for h2 are analogous. 
hi(S) = 
def 
su 
{(A, ( >, u, O,O>: 3B E V\T, ul, u1 E V*: q’(B, ~1, Au,, O,O, {(A, ( >, u, O,O))))u 
{(A, ~1~2, u, O,(I): 32 E V*: q’(A, ~1, ~42~3 0, 0, {(A, ~1~2, 0, 0, 0))) A 
q’(uz, z, ( >, (50, {(A, ~1~2, u, O,O)l)l 
at first can be transformed (according to A u B = A u (B\A)) into 
hi(S) = 
def 
k,, u,O,O): (40, u,O,O)~SS 
3B E V\T ~1, ~1 E V*: q’(B, ulr Au,, 60, {(A, ( >, u, O,O)))lu 
{(A, ~1~42, u, 0,O): (A, u1 u?, u, 0,O) IZ S A 3z E V*: 
@(A, ~1, u2u,O,O, {(A ~1~2r~ 0, 0))) 
a q’(u2, z, ( ), (4% {(A, ~1~2, t’, 0, 0)))). 
Obviously, 
V(A, u, u, i, i) E S: @(A, u, u, i, j, 0) (*) 
is an assertion for hl. 
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Furthermore, we have 
(3(B, ~1, Au,, 070) E S A (A, ( >, u, 60) jz S A (A, c) E P) 
*q’(B, ~1, Au,, O,O, {(A, ( ), u, O,O)l) 
Proof. 
(B, u,,Au,,0,0)~S~q’(B, ul,Au,, i,j,O) (according to (*)) 
(B,~,,Au,,O,O)ESA(A,U, u,i,i)aS~(B,u,,A~,.O,O)#(A,u, u,i,j) 
and hence 
&(B, UI, Au,, i,j, 0) =q’(B, ulr Au,, hi, {(A, (>, u, O,O)l). 
This allows us to deduce 
3(B, ul, Au,, 0, 0) E S A (A, ( ), u, 0,O) E S A (A, u) E P 
*hl(S)=hl(Su{(A,O, u,O,O)I). 
A similar consideration on the second set in the original definition of h 1 then leads 
to the recursive definition 
hi(S) = 
clef 
if 3(B,u,,Av,,O,O)ESh(A,(),u,O,O)~Sh(A, U)EP 
then h 1 (S u {(A, ( ), u, O, 0))) 
elsf 3(u2, z, u, 0,O) E S A (A, ul, u2u, 0,O) E S A (A, u1 11~. U, 0,O) & S 
then hl(Su{(A, ulu2, u, O,O)}) 
else s fi. 
The final transition to the iterative version of hl is standard, as is the subsequent 
unfolding of hl in q”. 
The use of 
V(A, u, u, i, j) e 1[1]: j= 1, 
i.e. the redundancy of j in the quintuples, allows us to use quadruples 
(A, U, u, i) 
instead. Of course, technically this amounts to a (although simple) data type 
transformation that, completely formally, had to be done analogously to the one 
in step 9. 
5. Comparison with other work on Earley’s recognizer 
There are two other derivations of Earley’s algorithm our development should 
be compared with: Scherlis [30] also uses program transformations whereas in 
[20,21] a derivation using verification techniques can be found. It is not our intention 
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to make qualitative judgements, but rather help the reader in identifying the technical 
differences. 
5.1. Scherlis’ development 
Although Scherlis’ derivation is close to ours in spirit, there are differences that 
can be seen in three categories: 
- the overall strategy, 
- the individual transformations and their semantic basis, and 
- the way of presentation. 
Scherlis’ derivation starts with a somewhat different specification (cf. [30, p. 1241) 
which already uses (a more general version of) the essential property of context-free 
grammars and an operative definition of the derives relation. In our derivation the 
‘context-freeness property’ is introduced during the development (cf. step 3) which 
means that our initial specification is independent of particular grammars and could 
be used for arbitrary Chomsky grammars”. In addition, we do not explicitly rely 
on an operational definition of the derives relation, but just use the respective 
algebraic properties. (The proof given in Section 4.1 Step 3 actually could have 
been done with any operational definition.) 
A second difference as to the strategy is the way how one of Earley’s essential 
ideas, viz. the use of ‘dotted productions’ (cf. [14]) enters the derivation. In [30] 
this is done by a ‘specialization’ (rather late in the development), i.e. a simplification 
based on additional information’6, whereas in our derivation this idea is introduced 
rather early by means of an appropriate embedding (cf. step 1). In our view, when 
starting with a simple problem specification, very often suitable embeddings are the 
keys to a variety of algorithms (as can be seen e.g. in [31] or [26]) for solving the 
problem. In addition, using the embedding technique has the particular advantage, 
that possible embeddings can be found in quite a systematic way (cf. [31]). 
Similar remarks hold for the introduction of index pairs in the original terminal 
string, and the way how the domain of the algorithm is restricted. In both cases 
Scherlis [30] uses the specialization technique. In our derivation, introducing index 
pairs results from a general, widely applicable data type transformation. The restric- 
tion of the domain, too, is a general transformation which is usually applicable in 
connection with folding: in a certain sense, folding causes loss of information, viz. 
information about the ‘history of computation’; however, this information (which 
usually can profitably be used for improvements) can be conserved by introducing, 
allied with the folding, an appropriate assertion on the domain of the algorithm. 
A final difference as to the strategy of development is the way of using the dynamic 
programming paradigm. In [30] this is done by using the technique of ‘inversion’ 
(cf. [30], p. 1581) of relational programs which usually requires additional consider- 
ations on termination. The actual implementation, e.g. using an array, a matrix or 
I5 Details on that can be found in [28]. 
” Finding this information frequently is comparable to the “Eurekas” in [~UJ. 
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the like is not given. Thus Scherlis’ final version is more or less the last one of 
Section 3.3. How to implement the dynamic programming is the contents of Section 
3.4. Essentially it is based on two ‘standard’ (equivalence-preserving) transforma- 
tions: 
- elimination of non-determinism by introduction of sets (step 8), and 
- recursion removal by tabulation (step 11). 
With respect to the individual transformations and their correctness there is also 
an essential difference between Scherlis’ derivation and ours. Whereas the former 
requires a switch of semantic domains, we use a conventional, strict call-by-value 
semantics (cf. [24]) throughout the entire development. Of course, this implies the 
necessity of explicitly ensuring termination in connection with folding (which in the 
particular example could be achieved by using a simple general technique, cf. step 
5). However, this drawback was compensated by the fact that, in contrast to Scherlis’ 
derivation, we had not to deal with termination in connection with the dynamic 
programming paradigm. In particular, it should be added that the seeming ‘overhead’ 
introduced in step 5 in order to guarantee termination disappeared in quite a natural 
fashion by our particular way of implementing the dynamic programming. 
Apart from these conceptual differences there are further (less important) ones 
concerning the presentation of both the algorithms and their derivation: 
Due to the particular choice of underlying data structures and as a result of our 
particular development strategy, there was no need to introduce something similar 
to the “ellipsis’ notation in [30]. 
Furthermore, our algorithms do not rely on implicit typing (by name conventions), 
implicit existential quantifications, or implicit assumptions on lengths of strings, etc. 
Hence, by stating all these things explicitly, our algorithms tend to look slightly less 
elegant.” However, they have the advantage of being locally understandable and 
checkable. 
Finally, Scherlis [30] does not deal with the final transition to an imperative 
program. Although this step requires mainly standard techniques, it is not at all 
trivial in this particular case. 
5.2. Jones’ derivation 
It was rather easy to give a detailed technical comparison with the transformational 
development in [30]. A similar comparison to Jones’ work (cf. [20,21]) is not so 
straightforward due to the conceptually different methodologies. 
Transformational programming aims at profitably using (proved) general tech- 
niques (e.g. the paradigm of dynamic programming). Thus, when passing from one 
version to another, the correctness proof boils down to proving the applicability 
conditions of the respective transformation rules. Additionally, the amount of 
reasoning on the problem level is not only reduced, but frequently the reasoning 
” A similar remark holds for Jones’ development-see below. 
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itself is guided by methodological aspects (e.g. when looking for appropriate embed- 
dings). 
In the methodology advocated in [21] any change of the program is preceded by 
‘internal reasoning’ (on the problem level) and amounts to ‘invent’ the new version 
and to individually prove its correctness (with respect to the previous version) 
afterwards. As a consequence, this method frequently allows shorter derivations. 
but requires more proof effort and much more insight into the particular problem 
domain. 
Starting from a general specification the derivation of Earley’s algorithm in [211L8 
consists of four major development steps. 
The initial specification is, apart from marginal deviations, exactly ours. Minor 
technical differences concern the (‘top-down-oriented’, cf. [26]) operative definition 
of the derives relation and the assumption that the ‘essential property’ of context- 
free grammars (cf. our step 3) is an obvious fact.” 
In the first development step two mutually recursive functions are invented and 
proved to fulfill the initial specification. As in Scherlis’ derivation already this ‘first 
level’ uses the representation of the input string by a global constant and appropriate 
indices. Additionally, by using sets right from the beginning, there is no non- 
determinism. Hence, certain side developments exploiting non-determinism in later 
development stages in order to derive related algorithms are no longer possible. 
The second development step concerns the introduction of one character ‘look- 
ahead’, in order to avoid dead-end parsing paths. In our derivation there is no direct 
counterpart to this step.‘O 
In the third development step Earley’s ‘state sets’ are explicitly introduced which 
entered our development right from the beginning by using the appropriate embed- 
ding. Again, there is no directly corresponding version in our derivation. 
The fourth development step is a rather big one: the essential idea of using a 
dynamic programming technique leads to an iterative program; jointly with this 
transition, the modification of the state set is split into parts corresponding to 
Earley’s predictor, scanner, and completer. As can be seen from Scherlis’ derivation 
and ours, this splitting is independent of the procedural level and can completely 
be done on an applicative level of formulation (even without much argumentation 
on the problem level). 
The final development step then deals with suitable implementations for the data 
structures involved. This aspect is not covered by our development. 
In addition to these conceptual differences there are also some (less important 
ones) with respect to the presentation. In consequence of the basically state-oriented 
(‘procedural’) view of programming, the derivation in [21] also explicitly deals with 
secondary tasks (such as reading a grammar or a root indication, reading or printing 
strings) in rather early stages of the development. In a transformational development 
I8 Which the author himself coins an improvement of his 1972 paper. 
I9 At least in [19] an obligation is felt to give a proof of this property (cf. ibid., Lemma 3.3.1, p. 79). 
” However, cf. step 4. 
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these aspects are dealt with-if dealt with at all-in very late stages, basically due 
to the principally function-oriented view of programming. 
The fact that the notation of the individual programs in Jones’ derivation appears 
less elegant than the one in [30] is-as in our derivation-obviously a consequence 
of the emphasis on formal rigor. 
Finally, in [21] there are two restrictions on the input grammars, viz. 
- restricting the possible righthand sides of the axiom to a singleton, and 
- not allowing empty righthand sides of productions, which do not appear neither 
in Scherlis’ derivation nor in ours. 
Whereas the first restriction is of pure notational nature (cf. [21], p. 291]), the 
second one seems to be a consequence of the derivation method, since e.g. also the 
algorithms given in [14] or [l] work without this restriction. There is also a good 
reason for this: Earley’s algorithm is basically of a top-down nature. Hence, there 
is an obvious problem with cyclic productions in connection with termination;” 
but, in principle, empty right-hand sides do not cause additional problems. 
6. Concluding remarks 
Our previous sample development indicates that only a few concepts and a small 
number of elementary transformations are sufficient to do (in a user-assisted environ- 
ment) and to describe a transformational development in a structured, understand- 
able way. This impression is not only confirmed by a more comprehensive case 
study in the (same) area of parsing and recognition algorithms (cf. [26]) but also 
by numerous comparable studies in other problem domains (e.g. sorting algorithms 
[ll], transitive closure algorithms [31], or graph algorithms [5]). 
Thus future research on this aspect of transformational programming should be 
directed toward identifying further relevant concepts in other problem domains, in 
order to eventually achieve handbooks of (methodological) knowledge. In this respect 
it seems to be vitally important to concentrate on particular problem domains rather 
than programming as a whole. Experiments in the latter direction (cf. e.g. [2]) with 
their huge, unmanageable ‘catalogs of knowledge’ have already been recognized as 
impractical for more complicated algorithms, whereas experiments in the former 
direction support quite optimistic expectations. 
In the current state of the art it is too early to discuss the question of formalization 
of these concepts (which would become necessary, if these concepts were to be used 
in the machine-supported development process itself), since the concepts themselves 
are not yet sufficiently identified. We hope that our paper has contributed to the 
research in this area. 
*I In our derivation this problem is explicitly taken care of in step 5. 
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